"LIVE RAIL"
Welcome to the first "all-electric" lithographed "Live Rail"!
The improvement in the quality of printing should be obvious (we
hope!) as to require no comment. We would only say that this
issue is something of a prototype, and we hope that further
improvements will be introduced in coming issues.
However, the most important feature of "Live Rail" remains
the same - its contents. The majority of articles are written by
a very small band, and we should be most pleased if there were a
few more contributors. Of course, we realise that a good article
requires original information in some form, and many members
may not have this. Surely, though, a few more do? Memories
of the pre-war (ideally first world war, but second would do)
Southern Electric would be very well received.
"Regional Review" could also do with rather more contributions.
We find it very hard to believe that anybody living by or regularly
using the Southern could go for long without seeing something
interesting or unusual, or noting some change in the passing scene.
Let's be hearing from you!
Finally, our thanks to the various members who have laboured
with duplicators in varying states of repair over the almost eight
years since someone scratched "Live Rail" at the top of a stencil.
The occasion, several years ago, when two members had to
produce an issue on a hand worked machine in a garden shed was
exceptional, but numerous issues have been printed under less than
ideal conditions for one reason or another. Thank you all!
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GROUP NEWS
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PRESERVATION NEWS

Christmas brought about the most unexpected use of two of
the trailer coaches. By early November it was apparent that demand
for tickets for the "Santa Specials" was greater than the capacity of
the five vacuum-braked Mk.l's, which were to be used with newlyarrived "Greene King" to make use of their steam heating and independent lighting. The Department of Transport agreed to trains being
run with two out of seven vehicles un-braked, provided that the
unfitted coaches were through piped.
Trailer third 10096 and composite 11773 were selected, and a
3" pipe fitted along the running board of each, next to the frame,
with vacuum connections at each end. A 60v 20Ah battery was
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installed in each of the four lavatories, to power the lights (the last
three journeys each day were made after dark). For heating, at
least 450v at 18A was required, as the heaters are wired in series,
and rewiring was unacceptable. This problem was overcome using
a three-phase diesel generator providing 580V up to 30A with full
wave rectification. Fortunately the weather was mild, so only static
pre-heating was found necessary, although if essential, the generator
could have been placed in a CCT and run with the train. As our
coaches were not equipped with a through steam pipe, only the
Mk.l 's nearer the locomotive were heated at any one time.
During a slack moment, we took the opportunity to connect
the generator to the motor-generator of motor coach 11161. After 5
years and 2 days the MG was a little heavy at first, but soon ran
smoothly and handled the lights satisfactorily. The Pintsch carbon
stack voltage regulator stabilised at 73 volts, and both of the heating
circuits worked correctly. After an hour the coach had warmed up
and was gently humming away - just like the old days on the
Portsmouth Direct!
Some while later, I noticed that the MG was slowing down
under load, and on opening the cab door was greeted by dense smoke
and noisy sparking. The fault was a burnt-out coil on the battery
series/parallel contactor - a part which became redundant over 20
years ago, but had not been removed! Despite fuse protection, half
of the diodes in the rectifier blew up; as these were 800v 40A
devices, I have no idea how this occurred.
Mice are obviously going to be an annual menace; they have
chewed a hole in my sleeping bag, and damaged seats in MBSO
11201. However, I a m also pleased t o s a y that they have 'damaged'
The brewers Greene King are to convert the NVR 's Mk.l BSK
into a bar coach, and the vacuum brake set will therefore be the
main train set for 1978. 3142 will be in definite use only when a
two train service operates, on the following dates:Sundays 28th May to 27th August; Saturdays 27th May and
26th August; Mondays 29th May and 28th August.
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LETTERS

Sir, I have been particularly interested in the articles in "Live
Rail" about the Bournemouth Electrification, as at the time I
travelled to school in Surbiton from Oxshott. To us schoolboys
hanging around the platforms at Surbiton, the Bournemouth
Electrification completely changed our way of life. For a start,
of course, the old steam engines and the "Bournemouth Belle"
disappeared, but worse than this was the upheaval caused by
the new timetables introduced on 10th July to coincide with the
electrification.
In the old timetable, there had been a train every half hour
for Alton and Portsmouth, dividing at Woking, and those of us
who could recite all the calling points by heart were very proud
of the achievement. The new timetable brought combined
Bournemouth and Alton trains, dividing at Brookwood - a concept entirely new to us. Reciting the stations to Bournemouth
was, of course, a greater challenge, but we felt that Alton and
Portsmouth belonged together like bread and butter. The new
timetable also brought regular non-stop runs from Surbiton to
Woking, which greatly displeased my friends from Walton-onThames, especially as the "Walton, Weybridge, West Byfleet
and Woking only" train in the evenings was withdrawn.
These timetable changes, together with the withdrawal of
Berrylands and New Malden stops from the two "New Guildford"
morning trains which actually stopped at those wayside halts,
meant that the "Next Train" boards at Surbiton all had to be repainted, and how we hated the new black and white in place of
green and yellow. One consolation, however, was the error
by the sign-writers which made the first stop on a certain line
"Finchley Wood", which brought howls of laughter from us as
it remained so for at least a fortnight.
I shall always remember the Bournemouth Electrification
with affection, as this was the first major "event" in my long
and happy association with the Southern.
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Sir, I refer to Jimmy May's letter ("Live Rail", January 1978),
and would say that I am not in the least complacent about many
British Rail policies. It is probably fair to say that '4Vep' units
are not good enough to attract many potential customers away
from private car to rail, but then, on longer journeys, other types
of stock are used on the faster trains anyway.
I would particularly like to know what type of stock Mr. May
has in mind to be used in place of 'Vep's and 'Cig's, since he
carefully avoids stating this. Does he want class 312 type units
- of the same vintage as 'Vep's - which have all the faults of
the latter, and in addition give a markedly rougher ride? Over to
you, Mr. May!

Sir, With regard to the modelling article in LR40, I must say, it's
very nice to see something constructive in this line at last.

As far as track work is concerned, yes you do need a jig to
ensure correct placing of
the third rail, but please, please do n
use oversize rail for this. It looks much too clumsy, and code 90
flat bottom is plenty big enough.
Anyone who has not already done so, should get to see the '00'
layout operated by Carshalton & Sutton MRC. It is fully third railed
and has a total Southern EMU stock of about 26 units available from
just three of the club's members. I have personally scratch built
19 units and should any SEG member be interested, I will be glad
to pass on any information I have of use, including complete
measurements of many units.
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SOUTHERN FORUM MEETINGS

October: It was a pity that only two members contributed to the
"Members' Film Evening", but nevertheless a varied evening was
had. A selection was Southern and overseas subjects was presented.
November: Member Peter Greenhow spoke on "Southern Electric"
Power Supply", a favourite subject of his. He described the
development of power supply arrangements, from the LBSCR's a.c.
catenary to the present day. Following a display of slides, there
was a lively discussion; all agreed that it was good to learn more
about an oft-neglected area of electric railway technology.
December: Messrs. P. Burt, until recently Project Assistant,
London Bridge Re-signalling, and R. Walker, previously Traffic
Supervisor at London Bridge Signal Box, gave an illustrated talk on
"The London Bridge Re-signalling Scheme". During an extended
discussion, much was said about the problems associated with the
many stages of track layout alterations (and consequent temporary
signalling), and about communications under the new regime.
January: We were privileged to receive Mr. E.D. Foreman, InterCity Development Assistant, BRB, whose subject was "High Speed
Trains". He gave a brief resume of high-speed operations, notably
the 1890's 'Races' to Aberdeen, and the streamliners of the 1930's.
He observed that these were specially arranged rather than the norm,
and often dangerous, whereas today's fast trains are as safe as any
other.

He proceeded to outline the background, development and
realization of BR's present fast services, including Deltics, a.c.
electrics, air-conditioned stock, and of course HSTs and their
operation and marketing. He then spoke of plans for the spread of
HSTs, and for APTs, and also of much-needed improvements to
secondary and cross-country services, using 'cascaded'power and
stock. The Portsmouth/Bristol and Norwich/Birmingham routes
were but the first examples; the Trans-Pennine routes would follow,
and even Class 47's for the Edinburgh/Glasgow axis!
A comprehensive question and discussion session followed
the refreshment break. Those who did not attend missed a very
worthwhile meeting; we thank Mr. Foreman for sparing his time
to make it so.

THE FIRST GENERATION OF SOUTHERN
ELECTRIC MAIN LINE STOCK

I:The'4Lav'units
The LBSCR, in its preliminary plans made in 1919-22, had
envisaged electrifying the London - Brighton service by installing
an "overhead" system and hauling existing rolling stock with
motorised luggage vans similar to those actually built for the
Coulsdon - Wallington suburban scheme.
The Southern Railway, however, had opted for d.c. third rail
traction with multiple unit operation. This and the fact that by
1932 many of the LBSC coaches were unsuitable through age or
design for a conversion for a prestige service, was the reason for
providing new rolling stock for the Brighton electrification, which
was the Southern's first main line scheme.
The first stage completed was Purley - Redhill - Reigate/
Three Bridges, in July 1932.
The first main line stock to appear in regular service was the
'4 Lav' units, built at Lancing (underframes) and Eastleigh
(bodywork) in 1931/2. The general structure and appearance of
this stock was typical of Maunsell 's "middle period"; the body
sides were curved, except at the guard's van/cab end of the motor
coach, where they were flat. The flattening corresponded with
steam practice, but whereas steam coaches incorporated a ducket
(projecting look-out for guard) the 'Lav's were fitted new with
periscope mirrors. The 'Lav' motor coaches were the first to have
them as standard equipment.
Door drop lights were wood-framed, and single ventilator louvres
were provided on the doors. A ventilator louvre (bearing the unit
number) was also originally provided on the front of the cab above
the headcode indicator, as it had been on all suburban units and on
later stock until about 1935. In later years the cab louvres were
removed.
"Outer end" buffers were of the small type which were used on
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standard-SR-framed suburban electric stock until 1937. Coaches
were close-coupled and within-unit spring-loaded central buffers,
also of suburban type, were fitted. The underframes were the
standard 62 ft. type originally designed by the SE&CR and produced,
with modifications, at Lancing as late as 1954.
The original order for the 'Lav's was 40 units. Nos. 1921-40
(as they were originally numbered) were completed between July
and October 1931. The first units began trials early in 1932 and
the remainder of the first batch were run in on public duties on the
Waterloo - Cobham - Guildford service during the next few months.
Some are also believed to have run on the Waterloo - East Putney Wimbledon service. For these trials, suburban-type letter headcode
stencil plates were used, but for services on the main lines, numeral headcodes were introduced - or rather, re-introduced, as number
codes had been used by the LBSCR and the SR for a.c. "overhead"
services until 1929, and experimentally on some d.c. suburban
stock in 1929.

A further 13 units, 1941-53, were built between October 1931
and September 1932, but the last seven units of the original order
were not constructed. They were not needed because the original
intention to provide both fast and slow services between London
and Worthing did not materialise, probably because of the worsening economic conditions of the period. The electrical equipment
had been supplied and the underframes completed, however, so
the spare equipment was fitted with ex-steam bodywork and turned
out as suburban stock. 21 frames were accounted for by units 1797
-1801 and by 6 coaches for 2-coach trailer sets. 1797-1801 were
suburban 3-coach units, and for some time were known as
between Brighton and Worthing were worked with a few original
LSWR suburban units with part of their first class accommodation
derated; these returned to London when two-coach non-corridor
'2 Nol' units became available early in 1935.
1921-53 were renumbered 2921-53 at the beginning of 1937
to make way for the '2Bil' units which were themselves renumbered
soon after as part of a general rationalisation of main line unit
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numbers.
The motor coaches of the Maunsell 'Lav's were numbered
10501-66 and were originally allocated in order, in pairs. They
tared 41 tons and had seven third class compartments, guards/
luggage compartment, and cab. Except for the removal of the cab
ventilator louvres, usually at first general overhaul, and the
substitution of English Electric traction motors for the original
Metropolitan-Vickers motors in the early 1950s, they remained
virtually unaltered throughout their service.
The traction motors, of totally enclosed type MV339 or EE339,
275hp, were fitted on the leading bogie of the driving coach, one
to each axle as on suburban units. Light-weight spring-loaded
shoegear replaced the original gravity shoes in 1957/8. The entire
series had been fitted with conductor rail scrapers some years
previously to deal with occasional icing problems, and falling
autumn leaves which sometimes become "glued" to the track (and
can, incidentally, cause wheel-slip) , but with the provision of
spring-loaded gear, the scrapers became unnecessary and were
removed.
Coach 10511 of unit 2926 was lost in the South Croydon accident
of 24th October 1947, and was replaced by 10764 from '2 Hal' unit
2646.
The corridor trailers, numbered 12001-33, tared 29 tons, and
had three third and five first class compartments. Originally, a
partition was built into the corridor segregating the first and third
class. For this reason a lavatory was provided at both ends of the
coach. From about 1950 the partitions were removed at overhaul,
and eventually none remained.
12001-33 were allocated to 1921-53 in the following sequence:
12002/04/13/05/03/01/06/12/07/08/20/10/16/11/14/19/09/17/15/
18/21-33.
The compartment trailers, numbered 11501-33, and taring 28
tons, were originally built with five firsts and four thirds, but the
declining demand for first class accommodation after the 1939-45
war resulted in successive de-ratings which reduced the number of
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first class compartments to two.

11501-33 were allocated to 1921-53 in the sequence: 11501/
02/17/06/10/09/04/08/03/18/20/07/16/14/13/15/19/11/05/12/
21-33.
The out-of-order arrangement of the first 20 pairs of trailers
was due to the trailers being built before the motor coaches, and
then parked in sidings; in the case of 1941-53, all four coaches
for each unit were built simultaneously.
The overall length of the 'Lav' units (i.e. length over buffers)
was 256 ft. 9 in. In common with nearly all main line electric
stock, the overall width was 9 ft. 3 in. over commode handles and
9 ft. 0 in. over body and footboards. The restriction group was 4,
which meant that they were banned between Charlton and Plumstead,
and beyond Dartford, until mid-1939; and between Gipsy Hill and
Crystal Palace Low Level (except in emergency) until July 1938.
Two additional 'Lav's were ordered in 1939 and completed in
1940. These had the same internal layout as the earlier type, and
English Electric motors and electrical gear. Styling, construction
and interior finish, however, were as in the 1939 'Hal' batches,
except that 'Lav' motor coaches had one periscope instead of two.
Motor seconds 10497-10500 tared 44 tons, compartment composites
11534/5 tared 29 tons, and corridor composites 11999/12000 tared
30 tons; all were allocated in numerical order.
Although there were occasional changes in formation, these
were usually temporary. Serious war damage affected only one
unit, 2947, which was repaired and returned to service in due
course.
Coach 12001 of unit 2926 was badly damaged in a collision at
Brighton on 19th September 1961 and subsequently cut up. When
the rest of the unit was repaired, a 1945-vintage ten-compartment
trailer third (second class by this time) was inserted, and the unit
became, in effect (though not officially) '4 Nol', returning to
traffic as such in October 1962. As part of this rehabilitation, the
former first class accommodation of the compartment trailer, 11509,
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was reinstated. 2926 was again revised in October 1967 when it
exchanged a motor coach with 2941 and the latter unit was withdrawn for use in a special training course in re-railing by the
Engineer's department at Hither Green.
Other 'Lav's involved in minor incidents included 2929
(Reigate, 1957, and Victoria, 1963); 2932 (New Cross Gate, 1957);
2938 (Reigate, 1957, and New Cross Gate, 1967); 2944 (New Cross
Gate, 1960); 2943 (January 1967) and 2952 (1962). In the case of
2943, motor coach 10545 was withdrawn and replaced by 10671 from
'2 Bil' 2105. In May 1967, 2932 lost its own motor coaches,
which were replaced by a pair of all-steel vehicles (10939/40) from
suburban unit 4377. 2932 ran thus altered until it was withdrawn in
1968; the motor coaches were then returned to 4377.
An unusual experiment was carried out in the autumn of 1962
when the motor coaches of 2924 were fitted with driving trailer
bogies at their trailing ends in order to test shoe wear. In 1963,
several units were fitted experimentally with beam-less shoegear
similar to that fitted to LTE "R" stock; 2936/52 had it first, and
later 2936/42/43. The experiment was not pursued.
The underframes of all coaches built by the SR, following an
LBSCR practice, had two serial numbers stamped on them. In the
case of the LBSCR the number was the coach stock number. The
SR, however, impressed an order number covering the whole of the
batch covered by the Head Office order (hence the numbers were
referred to as HO Numbers), and also stamped on an order-of-construction number. These numbers were about 1½ ins. high, about one
foot from the right hand end of the solebar. In later years they
became obscured by paint and dirt. Order numbers covered any C &
W department job and were not confined to carriage construction;
separate numbers were allocated to underframe and body construction.
The underframes of coaches 10501-66 were in lot 3312; 11501-33
and 12001-33 were in lot 3313. Lot 3312 appears to have comprised
80 frames, and 3313, 73 frames. 10497-10500 were lot 7775, and
11534/5, 11999/12000 were lot 7777.
2921/22/25-27/29-38/40-48/51-55 were withdrawn in 1958;
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the remainder followed in February 1969. 2923 achieved distinction
by being the last 'Lav' to work on the South Western division (a
rare occurrence in any event) in October 1968.

After stripping of electrical equipment, the withdrawn coaches
were nearly all sold as scrap to dealers - in Newport (Mon),
Wymondham, Sheepbridge and Chesterfield. The 'Hal' motor
coaches, 10764 and 10497-10500, were altered at Stewarts Lane to
de-icing train motor coaches in 1968/9 and renumbered DS 70269
(unit 002, July 1968), 70270 (unit 003), 70271 (unit 002), 70272
(unit 003) and 70273 (unit 001, 1969) respectively. DS 70268 was
converted from 'Hal' motor 10726 of unit 2608 in the same way for
unit 001, The departmental numbers quoted here are given as they
were prior to the prefix alterations of the 1970s.
The trailers of 2954/5 were kept on hand until sometime in
1972 against possible departmental needs, and then scrapped.

THE MODERNISATION OF
THE BOURNEMOUTH LINE

G.D. Beecroft

IX; DEVELOPMENT & CONSOLIDATION

Upon completion of the works described in parts I - VII and
the introduction of the timetable described in part VIII the £15m
modernisation scheme was fully implemented. Subsequently
there has been a steady improvement in services and equipment
on the Bournemouth line, much of it in response to greatly
increased traffic.
In 1958 attention was turned to the section of line west of
Branksome, which had been left virtually untouched by the modernisation scheme. Poole and Wool stations were rebuilt with
CLASP buildings, and the level crossing adjacent to Poole
station was replaced by a road flyover. The line was largely resignalled in 1970, colour light signals being introduced between
Dorchester Junction and Weymouth (exclusive) on 1st March, and
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on to Wool on 28th June. At the same time the extraordinary
arrangements for up trains at Dorchester South were revised.
Dorchester South station had been opened in 1847, as terminus of
the line from Southampton, and it was not until 1857 that a connection to the Great Western line to Weymouth was put in. This
made a junction with the Southampton line just east of Dorchester
South station. A platform for down trains was built on the new
curve, but up trains had to run round the curve and then set back
into the original platform. A new up platform on the curve obviated
the need to carry out this manoeuvre and the original platform line
was abolished. The buildings on the old platform, which comprise
the main entrance and booking hall, were retained and remain in use.
A concurrent re-signalling nearer to London was that at Surbiton.
A new signalling centre, similar to those at Eastleigh and Basingstoke, was built to control the main line from Berrylands to the
limit of Woking's control area at West Byfleet. Eleven manual
boxes were replaced and new colour lights provided throughout the
area, becoming operative on 1st March 1970. Colour light signals
were introduced between Christchurch and Pokesdown on 3rd
December 1972.
A further innovation in 1970 was the introduction of a station
public address system controlled from signalling centres at Woking,
Basingstoke and Eastleigh. A Nelson Tansley installation at each
centre permitted recorded or "live" announcements to be made at
remote stations. Announcements at Woking and Brookwood are
initiated from Woking box; at stations from Farnborough to Basingstoke from Basingstoke signalling centre; and at Micheldever to St.
Denys from Eastleigh. Being located at a signalling centre the
announcer is better placed to cue recordings or make announcements
regarding delays than station staff, as information about the location
of trains is immediately available to him. However, there are
facilities for station staff to make announcements from a local
microphone.
During the last decade the most important signalling development
on the Bournemouth line, and indeed on the whole of the Southern,
has been the Signal Repeating (in Cab) Automatic Warning System
(SRAWS) project. As the name implies, in the cabs of SRAWSequipped locomotives and units there is a miniature colour light
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signal which repeats the aspects of lineside signals. In advance of
each SRAWS-equipped signal there is a cable loop, 200 yards by
10 inches, between the running rails. An electric current is fed to
the loop from a transmitter at the signal, inducing a current in a coil
mounted on a SRAWS-equipped train. The current induced varies
according to the aspect of the signal. When a train reaches the loop
the induced current causes the signal aspect to be displayed in the
driver's cab, and the driver has to acknowledge this in the same
manner as a standard AWS indication. At the end of the loop, that
is adjacent to the signal, the cab aspect moves to a second display
indicating the aspect of the last signal to be passed. This display
is cancelled when the next loop is reached.
Initial experiments were carried out on the BR Research Dept.
line at Mickleover, near Derby, and in 1969 at three signals on the
down line between Pokesdown and Bournemouth. 76370, a spare
driving trailer from '4 Vep'7739 was fitted with SRAWS equipment
and marshalled in '4Cig' and '4Vep' units as required for test
purposes. In March 1971 the odd-numbered '4 Rep' motor coaches
were also SRAWS-equipped, and loops were installed at twelve up
line signals in New Forest area. Further SRAWS loops were
installed later at seventeen signals between Esher and Raynes Park
in order to test the effectiveness of the system in a closely
signalled area. The experiments continue.

From the start the Bournemouth electrification proved to be a
considerable commercial success. Traffic increased by 21.9% in the
first year alone and economic targets set for 1972 and 1977 were met
by 1969 and 1970 respectively. Within the first five years of electric
services revenue (adjusted to allow for fare increases) increased by
45% and originating journeys by 50%. Increases were particularly
noticeable at stations between Brookwood and Basingstoke, at all
of which season ticket sales virtually doubled within three years.
In response to these extremely encouraging results service
improvements could be justified. Three areas of improvement may
be identified; better rolling stock, more trains and faster services.
The existing rolling stock being effectively new could hardly
be replaced or subject to major refurbishment, but an experiment
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was carried out. '4 TC' driving trailer 76331, originally formed in
unit 401, had been exchanged with spare DTSO 76270 in 1968. It
was rebuilt internally with Mk II style seats and fluorescent lighting.
From late 1973 until early 1975 it ran in unit 417 in place of 76302,
since when it has been spare again, stored at Strawberry Hill. No
other vehicles have been similarly modified.
To cater for the increased traffic it was decided to augment the
timetable from 4th May 1974 to that originally envisaged. This
involved running the fast Weymouth trains hourly, and not running
the semi-fast trains west of Bournemouth. New stock was ordered,
comprising four '4 Rep' units, two complete '4TC' units, and
extra vehicles to augment the spare trailer brake second and the
'3TC' units to ' 4 T C ' . The ' 3 T C ' s had not been required much,
as most boat trains and other locomotive-hauled workings to Waterloo were formed of standard hauled stock. The new units and
vehicles were built and converted at York in the same manner as the
original stock, the only difference being that the '4 Rep' buffet cars
were converted from Unclassified Restaurant vehicles instead of
Restaurant Buffets. Consequently they were numbered in a different
series from the original batch.
'3 TC's 301-303 were converted to '4 TC' units 429-431 in July
1974 by the addition of TFKs 71162-64 respectively. Augmentation
took place at Strawberry Hill, where all of the new stock was delivered and prepared for service. The formations of the other units were:

'4 TC'unit
432
433
434

DTSO
76943
76945
76947

TBSK
70843*
71160
71161

TFK
71165
71166
71167

DTSO
76944
76946
76948

TRB
69022
69023
69024
69025

MSO
62477
62479
62481
62483

* Former spare vehicle

'4 Rep' unit MSO
3012
62476
3013
62478
3014
62480
62482
3015

TBFK
71156
71157
71158
71159

'4 Rep' buffet names were:
69022 "The Brooklands"
69023 "The Avon"
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69024 "The New Forest"
69025 "The Stour"

The first of the new units was not available for service until the
new timetable had been in operation for three months, and it was not
until the end of 1974 that all the new stock was in use. Overhauls
on existing stock were deferred, or undertaken early (before May),
so that as few units as possible were out of service in works. The
'8 VAB' which had had no regular diagrams since 1971 was used as
required, and an 'ICBC' rake (7377/7053/7378) was loaned to
Bournemouth depot. The timetable was arranged so that semi-fast
services arriving at Waterloo formed the fast service to Weymouth,
and vice-versa, but the 'ICBC' set could not form Weymouth trains.
Therefore, certain diagrams were exchanged at Waterloo, so that an
incoming semi-fast train arriving at oo04 departed as a semi-fast at
oo46. This leisurely turnaround contrasted with that of the fast trains
which arrived at oo21 and had to depart at oo30. This required very
slick working at Waterloo, and up fast trains were not to be delayed
at any cost. It was necessary for the 'ICBC' and '8 VAB' to work
some fast services, in which case passengers had to change trains
at Bournemouth.

To have as much 'Rep' stock in service as soon as possible
"3012" ran from September 1974 to March 1975 formed 62476/70837
(ex 426)/62477/1873, the last vehicle being a locomotive-hauled
miniature buffet car wired for multiple unit working. Various other
temporary reformations were made in order to have the maximum
amount of stock possible available for service. The '8 VAB' was
disbanded in January 1975, some of its vehicles being used with
spares to form '4 Vep's 7741/42.
From May 1975 the up semi-fast trains were accelerated by four
minutes, leaving Bournemouth on the hour, instead of at oo56. Other
wise the off-peak standard service has been little changed, except
on Sundays.
Major accelerations to train services have not been possible due
to signalling limitations. Ever since 1967 the '4 Rep's have been
undergoing high speed trials, and experiments to increase their
braking power. As built they are unable to come to a stand from
speeds much in excess of 90 mph within the distance over which
the driver has warning of a signal at danger. '4 Rep' 3015 was
built new with a "double brake block" braking system, and in the
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course of experiments in March 1974 achieved the fastest officially
recorded speed for a 'Rep' of 115 mph - the world record for a third
rail electric train. 3011 was fitted with disc brakes in 1976, and
the experiments continue.

Civil engineering work permitting longer runs at 90 mph can
contribute to accelerations, and a major improvement was the realignment of Worting Junction, completed in April 1976. Up and
down Bournemouth trains now pass the junction at 90 mph, instead
of 60 mph up and 65 mph down.
Looking to the future, an obvious improvement is re-signalling
in the Southampton area, and plans exist for this, awaiting the necessary finance. Electrification on to Weymouth is very remote, and
and on its own is a far less attractive proposition than the Oxted line,
Hastings via Battle or even Salisbury. Its only hope lies in the
introduction of a form of high speed unit unsuited for any form of
diesel operation, and the Southern's long term strategy does envisage
the development of some form of advanced high-speed electric unit
for the Bournemouth line.
To judge the Bournemouth electrification one must bear in mind
financial constraints on the planners, and these constraints must
certainly have made the scheme one of the most cost-effective ever
carried out by British Railways. It is rough justice indeed that the
London Midland's extravagantly and wastefully electrified lines are
soon to have advanced passenger trains while the Bournemouth line
carries on with 90 mph Mk I stock. The cost of all the surplus wire
in LM marshalling yards and sidings, and the interest charges on
assets that were under-utilised for years because the West Coast
main line was electrified in quite the wrong order, could well equal
what it would have cost to provide Bournemouth with 100 mph Mk II
stock, and Weymouth with electric trains. One can only live in hope
though, and look forward to the day when Sir Herbert Walker's slogan
for the Brighton service applies to Southampton - "Every hour, on
the hour, in the hour".
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REGIONAL REVIEW
STOCK NOTES

Unit withdrawn: 4718. Temporary real locations (in connection with
brake block tests): 5112 C/E, 5360 WDON. The following temporary
unit reformations have been made. Units are in service unless noted
otherwise.
5264 14522(5602)/70456(5343)/15147(5047)/14523(5603)
5343 61597/15258(5130)/70455/61627(5302); 61627 is stored
damaged and 61597 is held spare at Plumstead, 15258 is at
Strawberry Hill, and 70455 at Stewarts Lane.
5729 65343/77573(5774); unit stored at Selhurst
5774 65388/77528(5729)
7434 76784/62186(7725)/71102/76855; unit stored at Brighton
pending move to East Wimbledon.
7706 76241/62126/70786/76675(7833)
7725 76342/62200(8001)/70876/76341
7833 76240(7706)/62334/71014/76676; 76240 is stored damaged
and 62334 is held spare at East Wimbledon. 71014 and 76676

are at Slade Green for repair.
5801 has been disbanded, and 417, 5302, 7346, 7407 & 7733 retain
previously reported formations. The formation of 5192 reported in
LR39 appears to be permanent. Vehicles held spare are: 15072(5137)
damaged at Micheldever; 16002/3 (5602/3) at Strawberry Hill;
62422(7434) damaged at Plumstead; 70038(7102) damaged at
Stewarts Lane; 70884(7733) damaged and 76302(417) at East
Wimbledon. 61035 and 70034(7102) are held for rolling stock
development purposes at Strawberry Hill and East Wimbledon
respectively. 62395(7407) is on loan for research purposes at
Strawberry Hill.
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Condemned multiple unit stock is located as follows:
At Strawberry Hill: 12847(2693) & 14529(5130) as runners for 15258,

though their future may be in doubt if 15258 is placed in service.
At Eastleigh Works: 10088(3134) used in connection with removal of

blue asbestos, and underframe of 61341(7129).
At Selhurst: De-icers 017 & 019 await stripping. 8642(4748), 10235
(4725), 10213(4748) & 12789(4748) are used for rolling stock

development purposes. Vehicles held for conversion into de-icing

units are motor coaches from 4124/25/26, 4377/84/85, 10994(4127)
& 12658(4604). 10833/34(4380) and 10993(4127) & 12659(4604) are
undergoing conversion into de-icers 006 and 007 respectively.
At Micheldever: ADB975028/31, de-icer 012, 9012(4732), 10307
(4715) and underframes and cabs of 10835(4381) & 61871 (7204) .
34 '4Sub' trailers are held for possible use converting BR '2 Sap'

with a motor coach at each end to act as a runner. Formations are:

10848 (4387)
10481 (4387)
11452 (4739)
10478 (4384)
11448 (4696)
10325 (4604)
10265 (4604)
12771 (4696)
11353 (4647)
10287 (4603)
10297 (4603)
10165 (4298)
11494 (4124)
10249 (4670)
8927(4647)
12680 (4674)

11307 (4624)
10245 (4601)
10240 (4601)
8934(4654)
8904(4624)
10152 (4285)
10474(4380)
11308 (4624)
11347 (4644)
8924(4644)
8913 (4633)
11348 (4644)

11382 (4607)
11491 (4121)
10146 (4279)
8941 (4661)
10449 (4607)
10339 (4721)
11495 (4125)
12662 (4607)
11389 (4665)
8945 (4665)
10318 (4679)
11390 (4665)

12661 (4606)
10237 (4606)
10248 (4606)
10144(4277)
11457 (4377)
10164 (4297)
10479 (4385)
10875 (4290)

Also at Eastleigh Works is withdrawn 07
shunter 2991, which is retained as an
emergency generator.

On 7/8 Dec 74002 was hauled from Eastleigh to Newport(Gwent) for
Cashrnore's scrapyard. The class 71s were officially withdrawn on
26 Dec, and the surviving 74s (all but 74002/06) followed on 31 Dec,
71 001 is reported as reserved for York Railway Museum. Four 74s
were taken out of service prematurely; 74001 6 Dec, 74007 1 Dec,
74008 23 Nov and 74009 28 Aug. All had defective cylinder heads
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except 74008 which required repairs to its diesel generator. The
last 74-hauled Channel Islands Boat Trains ran on 25 Nov, 74003
hauled the 16 30 up and 74005 the 20 17 down, both east of Bournemouth only. These two locomotives were noted on various workings
during December, and 74005 was the last member of the class to
haul a passenger train, when it worked the 22 37 Weymouth/Waterloo forward from Eastleigh on 21 Dec. Two days later 74005 was
working empty stock between Waterloo and Clapham Yard, and on
24 Dec 74010 was noted stabled at Waterloo. The very last working
is believed to have been 74005/10 running light from Stewarts Lane
to Eastleigh on 31 Dec.
'2 EPB' and '4 EPB' units are being fitted with GEC speed
indicating equipment at Slade Green. '6L' 1032 was the last SR
demu to be overhauled at Swindon. Future work will be done at
Eastleigh, presumably to provide capacity at Swindon for '4 Cep'
signs.
EPB trailer 70455, the vehicle that was bombed at Cannon Street,
is to be used for a major refurbishment experiment at Slade Green.
All of the timber panelling is to be replaced by fibreglass mouldings.
Each moulding will extend from one door pillar to the next, and will
incorporate holes for the windows and a moulded armrest.
It is understood that the new SR suburban units will be classified
508, not 455. They may not be fitted with headcode indicators!
'4 EPB' 5263 has non-standard 'no smoking' accommodation.
Instead of the usual arrangement of motor coaches 'smoking' and
trailers 'no smoking', 5263 has one motor and one trailer 'smoking'
'3 Tis' 033 is being repainted with grey doors at Ryde Works. Isle
of Wight units stored for the winter are 032/33 in a siding south of
St. Johns Road and the three serviceable cars of 046 in the works
yard. S10 and 035 are used as a four coach unit, and 034 and 044
form a seven coach train as required. Shunter 05001 has been
overhauled and repainted at Ryde, and has resumed residence in
sidings at Sandown.
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INTERESTING WORKINGS

A number of goods wagons and Waterloo & City loco DS75 were also
moved from Brighton to York for the Railway Museum on 2/3 Dec.
DS75 was conveyed on a wagon. (See LR 40, p11)

On 12 Dec a '12 Cep' formation was used for filming at Sevenoaks,
and on 15 Dec 'Cep's 7121/53 worked a special for "Canberra"
guests from Waterloo to Southampton. The units stabled at Bournemouth and conveyed the party back to Waterloo next day. During
the period 12-17 and 19-23 Dec two 'Cep's were used on a SWD
suburban diagram, including Kingston Loop, Guildford New Line and
Chessington workings. The units were stabled overnight at Strawberry Hill, and worked at '8Cep' until early evening when they
divided to work independently. Units noted working this diagram
included 7132/88, 7153/96, 7117/96 and 7145 with '4 Bep' 7013.
On 19 Dec the 17 42 Waterloo/Cobham/Guildford was formed '8 Cig'
/'2Sap' 7344/7348/5919. In contrast, while the 'Cep's were on
suburban duties, "Tyneside" '2 EPB's 5784/87/88/95 were used on
special Christmas mail workings on the Bournemouth and Portsmouth Direct lines. The units worked in pairs, two stabling at
Bournemouth and two at Fratton.

During the Christmas
and
New Year pe
appeared at Waterloo on Exeter line duties. All were based at
Bristol or Cardiff, and included 47063/72/78/79/86/87/96,47101/11,
47166. Presumably these were deputising for class 33s which had
assumed class 74 duties.
The use of main line stock on SWD suburban services continued in
the new year, with Fratton-based '8 Cig' formations being noted on
various occasions,. On 16 Jan '2 Sap' 5934 was in its 'Hap' homeland, being noted in sidings at Gillingham.
On 27 Jan 33044 worked a fuel oil train of three tank wagons from
Norwood to Tunbridge Wells West via Uckfield to provide supplies
for demus in the event of a threatened strike by road tanker delivery
drivers. A further train of one(!) tank wagon followed on 31 Jan.
Engineering work on 18 Dec between Sutton and Epsom caused
Victoria/Bognor & Portsmouth trains to be diverted via Tooting and
Stoneleigh. calling at Balham and Wimbledon. SED services were
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were terminated at London Bridge or diverted to Cannon Street on
14/15 Jan due to engineering work between New Cross and Charing
Cross. Various 'EPB' units ran between Charing Cross/Cannon St.
The Speno Rail grinding train was in use on the Southern during
nights in January, visiting the Woking, Gatwick, Sevenoaks and
Faversham areas.
Brake test trips from Aldershot and equipment tests from Strawberry
Hill continue. During December 'Hap's 6022/23 worked brake tests
between Alton and Farnham, and Woking and Basingstoke, but were
at Strawberry Hill be the end of the month. Test train ADB975032/
62395/61035 worked various trips between Kingston, Fulwell and
Shepperton during December.
INCIDENTS

5 Dec: 33017 on 06 15 Exeter/Waterloo failed at Honiton. The train
was assisted to and terminated at Salisbury. Passengers to Waterloo were sent forward in a non-stop special formed'3H'!
7 Dec: '4 Vec' 041 was swamped by a freak wave at Ryde Esplanade
but reached Shanklin before failing. 042 on the following working
hauled 041 back to St. Johns Road.
22 Dec: '4 Sub' 4721 on the 13 56 from Victoria ran into the sand
drag in the bay at Beckenham Jn. There was a multiple signal
failure between London Bridge and Lewisham during the evening peak.
2 Jan: Class 33 on a Southampton/Hove football special failed at
Woolston. A following train was diverted via Botley.
8 Jan: '4 Vec' 043 on the 19 12 from Ryde was involved in the first
suicide on the Island line since electrification, near Sandown.
10Jan: Chaos followed discovery of a suspected bomb at London
Bridge SE in the morning peak. '6L' units 1011/15 were later noted
in Charing Cross platform 2, The line was blocked at Petersfield
during the morning after a school bus skidded onto the railway.
11/12 Jan: Overnight storms caused considerable damage. Brighton
station roof was damaged, and the station had to be closed for a
time due to danger from falling glass. Sheerness was flooded, and
trains turned back at Queenborough. Many trees were blown down.
4 Feb: Merton Park signal-box was closed after 14 00 and trains
terminated at Mitcham, due to "staff shortage".
A new earthslip has developed at Berrylands, on the up side in the
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cutting west of the station. From 30 Jan the up local line was
closed outside peak hours, and passengers had to travel via New
Malden or Surbiton. Certain up peak trains had to be cancelled.
TIMETABLE NOTES

From 9 Jan there were three diagrams for Mkll stock on the Waterloo/
Exeter line, two rakes being air braked and one vacuum braked. The
vacuum braked set is used for the Sunday train from Portsmouth to
Cardiff. On 15 Jan it was noted as all Mkl, but for two Mkll BFKs.
Also from 9 Jan, hot dishes to order were no longer available in
Central Div. buffet cars, ending the "improved buffet" service
provided in lieu of the "Brighton Belle". Hot dishes are still
available on certain Portsmouth Direct line stopping trains South
Western catering services have also been revised, with facilities
being added or upgraded on some services, and removed or downgraded on others.
For an indefinite period, expected to be from 13 Feb, a '6S' working
covering the 17 44 Tonbridge/Charing Cross (16 40 ex-Hastings) and
18 45 Charing Cross/Hastings (to Tunbridge Wells Central) was to
be worked by a '3D' unit, in order to cope with excessive maintenance demands on the 'Hastings' demus.
The 08 18 Totton/Eastleigh is a class 73 working (previously class
74). It is the return of a newspaper train, the stock running empty
from Poole. Prior to October the train was only available from
Southampton.
STATIONS, TRACK & SIGNALLING

Sandwich: All semaphore signals controlled from Sandwich box
(code SW) were replaced by colour lights on 11 Dec.
Orpington: From 25 Feb speed restrictions from Down Slow to Down
Main and Up Main to Up Slow were to be raised from 40 to 55 mph.
Denmark Hill: The signal-box, which closed in Dec 1962, has now
been demolished.
Victoria: The Middle road between platforms 16 & 17 was removed
at the buffer stops end in early January, and platform 13 was
extended at its outer end, so that the buffer stops could be moved
back. Work was in progress on platform 15 during Feb. Cleaning
of the exterior of the LCDR building is now complete, and work
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continues on the interior. The booking office microphones have
been replaced by standard "speak here" discs. The LBSCR tile
maps have been covered by perspex sheets, with a warning that
they are not for use by present day travellers.
Sutton: The foundation stone for Sutton House was laid recently.
This building is being erected in the former goods yard and will be
a 20 storey
tower with a connected 7 storey block.
leased to the National Coal Board Pension Fund, and the building
will be occupied by IPC Business Press.
Cheam: The signal-box is to be abolished in March, and colour light
signalling introduced between Sutton (exclusive) and Epsom. The
down loop will be removed, and there will then be plain double
track throughout between Sutton and Epsom.
Selsdon (LR40 p27):
The down canopy was blown down in high
winds on 12 Nov, and the up canopy was removed for safety reasons
on 27 Nov.
A standard 'bus shelter' has been provided on the up
platform,
Gatwick Airport: Re-signalling is scheduled for completion by April.
Platforms 1 and 2 are being widened. Platform 1 was closed from
14 Jan, and should be available from 13 Mar. Escalators up from
the platforms are to be installed by 1980,
and new station buildings,
including a Travel Centre, are to be completed by 1981.
Arundel: The Arundel, Arundel Junction and Ford area is to be
re-signalled in 1979.
Wimbledon: In connection with the Victoria re-signalling and the
concentration of all SWD signalling in Wimbledon 'A' box, the
track layout is to be altered. The connections permitting trains
to/from the Tooting line to use the SWD platforms will be removed
and replaced by a ladder crossover in the vicinity of the present
Wimbledon 'C' box. A series of crossovers at the London end of
the station will allow trains to run between the East Putney line and
all platforms except number 10. The un-electrified connection
between the SWD and CD lines at the west end of the station will
be removed. Four aspect colour light signals will be installed on
the SWD through and local lines, and three aspect signals on the
East Putney and CD lines. The CD lines will be signalled for
reversible working between the east end of the station and the
western outlet from Wimbledon West Yard.
Fawley: There are proposals to abolish Frost Lane and Fawley
signal boxes and for the branch to be operated by "No Signalman
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Key token", at least beyond Marchwood.
Carriage CIeaning: The carriage washing plant at Norwood has been
demolished, and stock is now washed at Streatham Hill. A new
carriage washing plant is to be installed at New Cross Gate in 1979,
and later at Littlehampton.
Station Improvements: Rehabilitation work is in progress at East
Dulwich. Stations due for modernisation or reconstruction include:
Dorking, Eastbourne, East Croydon, Littlehampton, Redhill,
Sydenham and Uckfield. Commercial development, to include
modern station facilities, is proposed at Brighton. New stations
are planned on a town centre site at Polegate, and at Moulsecoomb
between London Road (Brighton) and Falmer, to serve Hollingdean,
Bevendean and Brighton Polytechnic.
Level Crossings: Angmering now has lifting barriers controlled from
the signal-box, and similar barriers replaced the gates at Betchworth
on 25 Nov. Lymington Pier level crossing has been abolished.
Station Signs: More information regarding stations still with green
signs is required, particularly regarding stations outside the London
area. It would be helpful to know of areas where no green signs
remain.

Corrigenda
LR 40 p25

p26
p27

p28

Victoria guards' dispute concerned the working of
diverted SED trains via Crystal Palace, and was not
connected with new rosters.
Channel Islands boat leaves Portsmouth at 23 30
The Waterloo ticket machine was in use of 7 Nov.
Both the machines and explanatory leaflets are the
same as in 1973. Tickets are thinner than standard
Edmondson types.
There is a platform on the Up Through Windsor line at
Queens Road Battersea, but in a poor state of repair.
Which ground frame at Kew is referred to?
Cables of the new bridge at Chertsey are external
pre-stressing cables rather than suspension cables.
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THIS MONTH'S COVER

Front: '4 Lav' 2923 forming a London Bridge to Brighton stopping
train, approaching Balcombe Tunnel Signal-box. (H.G. Hentley)
Rear: Small electro-diesel E6047 at Barnham on 28th April, 1973,
preparing to haul '4 Cor' 3142 to Selhurst. (J. Scrace)
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